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______________________________________________________________________________ 
Greetings Friends, 
 
 For the past several years, I’ve been adding an entry every so often to a personal blog. Not 
much and not often, but sufficient to remind myself I have a blog page. Perhaps here’s a place to 
state that I find too much time spent on various social media wearies my eyes, tries my mind, and 
distresses my emotions. Mind you, this is not a rant against social media. It, like so many 
technologies, is not evil in and of itself. It can be used for good or for evil. So I do not boycott all 
social media, but I do shun some and refrain from becoming addicted to any.  
 
 Anyway, I recently (after a very long absence) posted this thought: “Any person who 
already knows everything is going to have an exceptionally difficult time learning 
anything. It's one thing to consider this statement in relation to human beings -- a shameful 
indictment, to say the least. It's quite another to consider it in relation to the One Being who is truly 
omniscient -- the only One who categorically cannot learn anything, ever.” 
 
 The reason for this thought is this: I’ve been reminded lately on several fronts of the wonder 
and implications of God’s knowing everything, as well as the importance of us as followers of 
Christ being humble enough to keep learning. There is so much to learn from written revelation 
(the entire canon of Scripture), from natural revelation (the entire created world around us), and 
from people (the entire human race throughout all history). Commitment and curiosity are keys, 
but paramount (I believe) is humility.  
 
 All that is by way of introduction. We (Worldview Resource Group folk) are currently involved 
in teaching, training, and consulting a number of committed followers of Christ (from around the 
world and who have been ‘around the block’ in the world of missions). These are folk who desire 
to keep learning and are applying the rather rare trait of humility in pressing further on in doing the 
hard work of discovering and truly understanding the worldview assumptions of a person or group 
of people in order to be better prepared and better able to effectively communicate the Gospel of 
the LORD Jesus Christ.  
 
 
 

NEWS, PRAISE, & PRAYER 

 This coming week (October 15-22) there will be a trip to Thompson, Manitoba to meet with a 
ministry team that is interested in understanding and communicating with the Cree people at a 



deeper level, 

 In November there will be a meeting (one of many ongoing) with a couple in Alberta who are 
well on their way to understanding the Stoney tribe’s language and culture. They will soon 
begin a formal ongoing time of re-telling the comprehensive Bible story to these people. 

 In January we will meet with the executive leadership team of a mission that is working among 
First Nations people all across Canada. This meeting will be one of several ongoing meetings 
– the focus is organizational development. 

 One of the larger cross-cultural church-planting missions is having exploratory meetings to 
decide how to incorporate A Novel Approach into their culture and language acquisition 
program. 

 A church-planting mission working among unreached people groups in China has asked for 
training concerning A Novel Approach – in China, next June. 

 We have a new grandson – Evren Myles Matthews, born on August 22nd to Trevor and Sara. 

 Another book is ‘on the burner’ – this one dealing with how all people of all cultures of all eras 
of history interpret orality. Although the principles will be universal, hopefully such a work will 
help missions that are working with people groups that live in a primarily oral tradition.  

 
 

BY THE WAY... 
 Ecclesiastes tells us that ‘there is nothing new under the sun.’ That section of that verse 
has become somewhat of a modern proverb in the English-speaking world. It is often used to 
express a kind of weariness concerning the monotony of life and the fact that everything has 
already been ‘discovered.’ But when Solomon wrote those words he was not indicating everything 
to be ‘figured out’ by the human race has already been discovered, dissected, and dispersed. He 
was simply emphasizing the evident cyclic nature of life on earth and the emptiness (if not, 
stupidity) of only living in the fast lane of a relentless and ridiculous rat race.  
 There is plenty of edifying and helpful ‘stuff’ to be learned – on all kinds of fronts, from all 
kinds of sources. And it all is intended to lead us to worship the One-Who-Knows-All.  
 
 
Continuing to learn of His grace and His glory, 
 
~Mike and Kathleen Matthews 

 


